UK Spring Workshop 2019
Breakout sessions
Time
13:00

Presentation Suite

13:45
13:55

Move rooms

14:40
15:00

15:45
15:55

Ante Room

Room 1

Disclosing to climate
change in 2019?
Everything you need to
know.

Room 2
Data to drive decisions
in cities: How the
SCATTER tool has
been used by Greater
Manchester

Stepping up to a 1.5C°
world: defining corporate
leadership with sciencebased targets and the
RE100, EV100 & EP100
initiatives
Coffee Break

Understanding CDP’s
Supplier Engagement
Rating (SER) & learn
from SER Leaders
Lego & BT how they
achieved their A.

Disclosing to water in
2019? Everything you
need to know

CDP’s Financials
Sector Questionnaire
development in
discussion

Integrating environmental
disclosure into your
mainstream report

Walking through the
Forests questionnaire

Water is everyone’s
business. How to
enhance resilience and
reduce risk

Hear from the GLA,
Siemens & Landsec
about catalyzing City
and Corporate
collaboration

How do investors and
customers use data?
Vodafone, KPMG and
Invesco share how
they use your CDP
disclosures.

Discuss with CDP and
Tesco how
manufacturers and
retailers can overcome
challenges in
implementing
responsible sourcing
strategies?

Corporate Reporting
Dialogue Roundtable

Move Rooms
Accredited Solutions
Providers: Knowledge Hub

More information on the content of each breakout session is below. We will be asking you to
register for the sessions you are interested in closer to the event date.
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13:00 Slot One
Disclosing to climate change in 2019? Everything you need to know
Whether you’ve responded before or this will be your first year, join this session for a question
by question overview of the 2019 questionnaire and how to make the most out of your
response.

Data to drive decisions in cities: How the SCATTER tool has been used by Greater
Manchester With Greater Manchester, CDP Cities team, Tyndall Centre and Anthesis
 Hear from consultancy Anthesis, on how to create a city-wide inventory, and an
emissions reduction target using their Scatter tool
 Discuss the importance of measuring and monitoring at a city-wide scale
 Examples of best practice from cities already assessing their emissions and,
environmental impact and risks
Expert Speakers:
Samuel Evans, Head of Environmental Policy, Greater Manchester
Polly Stebbings, Consultant, Anthesis
Dr Jaise Kuriakose, Lecturer in Energy and Climate Change, Tyndall Centre for Climate
Change Research
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13:55 Slot Two
Stepping up to a 1.5C° world: defining corporate leadership with science-based targets
and the RE100, EV100 & EP100 initiatives
Join CDP’s Climate & Commit to Action teams for an overview of the IPCC’s Special 1.5°C
Report and how it is redefining corporate climate leadership. We will cover the latest insights
and best practices in science-based target setting (SBTs) as well as how climate leadership
initiatives, such as RE100 (100% renewable energy), EP100 (smart energy use) and EV100
(electrical vehicle uptake), help to future-proof your business growth and guide your strategy on
the path to a 1.5°C-aligned world.
Supply Chain: Understanding CDP’s Supplier Engagement Rating (SER)
An organization’s average upstream emissions are around 5.5 times greater than their direct
operations. Because of this, organizations have much greater potential to reduce global
emissions by influencing their supply chains. The Supplier Engagement Rating provides a score
for how effectively companies are engaging their suppliers on climate change, if you disclose
your climate information to customers or investors you will receive a SER rating this year.
Please join this session to find out more about the SER and the methodology in 2019 & hear
from companies who made it to the SER Leaderboard last year, Lego and BT. They will be
discussing how supplier engagement fits as part of their strategy.
Corporate Panelists:
Gabrielle Giner, Head of Environmental Sustainability, BT
Andrew McMullen Environmental Supply Chain Senior Manager, LEGO Group

Disclosing to water in 2019? Everything you need to know
Whether you’ve responded before or this will be your first year, join this session for a question
by question overview of the 2019 questionnaire and make the most out of your response.
CDP’s Financials Sector Questionnaire development in discussion
Hear from our technical colleagues on how CDP’s platform is evolving for the financial sector,
for 2019 and beyond. Learn about the new developments and join a discussion with industry
peers on how TCFD is changing the way financial sector organisations are disclosing.
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15:00 Slot Three
Integrating environmental disclosure into your mainstream report
With the Climate Disclosure Standards Board
After the first year of reporting against the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD) recommendations and the EU Non-financial Reporting Directive (NFRD), companies
are starting to place material environmental information in their mainstream report.
In this workshop, you will learn:
 How companies are reporting including examples of businesses who are successfully
disclosing environmental and climate-related risks and opportunities;
 Best practice for TCFD-aligned disclosures into your management reports; and
Practical assistance for companies looking to improve their reporting.
Walking through the Forests questionnaire
In this session, CDP Forests Technical team will present the Forests reporting framework and
how companies can leverage it to address their exposure to forests-related risks and report on
their progress. This is a session for companies at the early stages of their journey.
Contents:
 Intro to the forest’s questionnaire
 Key modules and rationales
 Avoiding pitfalls (e.g. select a commodity)
 Recent developments and what’s in the pipeline
Where to find information
Water is everyone’s business. How to enhance resilience and reduce risk
From governance to supply chain engagement, join this session to explore how your company
can enhance resilience against water issues.
Catalyzing City and Corporate Collaboration
 Discuss how cities and corporates can take collective action.
 GLA will present how they have worked on the London Business Climate Leaders
initiative to help accelerate action to meet their zero carbon 2050 plan
 Examine lessons learned from this pilot and what companies and cities could learn
Panelists:
Jazmin Burgess, Principal Policy and Programmes Officer, Greater London Authority
Brendan Rouse, Sustainability Manager, Landsec
Mark Jenkinson Head of AMO Cities & City Director London, Siemens
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15:55 Slot Four
Accredited Solutions Providers: Knowledge Hub
Come and meet CDP’s UK-based Accredited Solutions Providers. Our partners cover all your
sustainability needs, from renewable energy to science-based targets, data collection to
verification, and more. They help CDP responding companies to disclose, take action and
improve their sustainability strategies.
The knowledge hub is split into 15-minute slots allowing you time to meet the solutions
providers that can address your specific challenges and ambitions.
Below is a list of the different topics that will be covered in the knowledge hub:
EcoAct: Science-based targets – Five things to consider for a robust 1.5degree scenario
roadmap
Ecometrica: Combining sustainability and mapping for a more complete reporting picture
Bureau Veritas: Why do you need to embed sustainability into your supply chain?
UL: Reporting – Automation & Supporting Business Transformation
Schneider Electric: Maximizing Opportunities with Sustainability Data & Insights
Carbon Credentials: Tackling scope 3 for science-based targets
Greenstone: Leveraging CDP data through framework mapping
Lucideon: “Getting it wrong” - top 5 CDP reporting issues picked up at verification
Thinkstep: Supply chain footprinting - getting it right
WSP: Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting (SECR) – Are you ready for the change?
Accuvio: Streamlining your sustainability reporting and saving time
How can manufacturers and retailers overcome challenges in implementing responsible
sourcing strategies?
Manufacturers and retailers are faced with several challenges in addressing forests-related risks
in their supply chains such as lack of data and transparency. During this interactive session, you
can hear from Tesco on their strategy around Forests, and CDP will present existing solutions
and tools. Companies will be asked to discuss further measures that would improve their ability
to manage forests-related risks.
Corporate Speaker: Daniel Salter, Group Responsible Sourcing Manager (Forests), Tesco
Corporate Reporting Dialogue Roundtable
As a participant of the Corporate Reporting Dialogue, CDP is committed to better alignment in
the corporate reporting landscape wherever possible and to improving the integration of nonfinancial and financial information.
This roundtable is part of the global stakeholder consultation for the CRD’s Better Alignment
Project’s – details can be found on www.corporatereportingdialogue.com. To help focus the
project, join this roundtable if you have insights to share on any of the following:
- how effectively the ESG reporting frameworks you use work together;
- how any differences might be inhibiting effective reporting, and;
- any improvements in alignment you would like to see.
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Investor and Supply Chain: How do investors and customers use CDP data?
Companies are asked to respond to CDP on behalf of investors and customers who want to
understand more about the corporate climate, forest and water strategies of the companies they
work with, invest in and buy from. Invesco, Vodafone and KPMG will be joining a panel to talk to
you about why they want companies to disclose their information through CDP? How they used this
(and other environmental) data in the past? What are their ambitions going forward?
Investor and Corporate Speakers:
Maria Lombardo, Head of Responsible Investment, EMEA, Invesco
Andrew Murray PIEMA, Environmental Analyst, Sustainable Business at Vodafone Group
Sarah Benson, Environment Manager Corporate Responsibility, KPMG LLP
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